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The forced migrations of ethnic germans from eastern, central, and
south-eastern europe during and after the Second World War have
been the subject of numerous publications: academic studies, polem-
ical accounts, and personal recollections. The opening of relevant
document holdings in eastern european archives after 1989/90
inspired new research projects on these resettlements. Human rights
discourses, the experience of the war in the Balkans with its massive
refugee impact, and international cooperation were further factors
that encouraged the study of coerced migrations and what became,
in 1992, ‘ethnic cleansing’ in the new, internationally standardized
terminology. case studies of geographical entities, of specific ethnic
groups, and comparative analyses have added to our knowledge of
this tragic period of european history. As for the ‘flight and expul-
sion’ of the germans from eastern europe, are there still any
unknown aspects left for further research at all? The historical con-
text, the  early history, and the decision of the great Powers to re move
germans from Poland, czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Yugo slavia
seem to have been thoroughly investigated in the past.

There is much more need for detailed case studies, and Hugo
Service’s book contributes to a better understanding of what hap-
pened in postwar Poland, or, to be more precise, in the former east-
ern german provinces of upper and Lower Silesia, after 1945. Many
recent german studies have focused on collective memory and the
political use and misuse of the psychological consequences of ‘flight
and expulsion’ in the West german political debate up to 1989, and
in reunited germany after 1990. Nevertheless, with the exception of
the perspective of the expellees themselves, which has been part of a
specific, highly politicized, and emotional discourse since the early
1950s, we still know very little about how the expulsions were actu-
ally carried out. What exactly happened to those germans who re -
mained in the eastern territories under Polish rule?

Service has chosen a comparative approach, examining how the
new local and regional authorities of the two districts of Hirschberg/
Jelenia góra (Lower Silesia) and oppeln/opole (upper Silesia) dealt
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with their ethnic german residents once Silesia had become Polish. in
order to contextualize these demographic and ethnic processes,
Hugo Service begins with an overview of wartime events in eastern
europe from 1939 to 1944, the Nazi german and Soviet occupation of
Poland, and the terror which both dictatorships directed against
civilians. in chapter 2 he explains the changes that took place in
Poland after the Second World War: the country’s territorial shift
towards the west, and the introduction of the communist regime and
its ideological and organizational background. in the next chapter
the author outlines the final stages of the Second World War in the
oppeln and the Hirschberg districts—the end of the hostilities, the
coming of the Soviet troops, and the establishment of peace in central
europe. Service rightly points to the role of ‘chaos and lawlessness’
in the immediate postwar period. The lack of secure structures in a
Polish state reborn after six years of occupation is a factor often for-
gotten in studies on the expulsion of the germans from Poland. it
seems impossible, however, to explain the causalities of this mass
exodus without commenting on the specific circumstances that pre-
vailed after the end of the country’s german and Soviet occupations.
This issue is not addressed in Service’s book.

Thanks to an influx of refugees from neighbouring czecho -
slovakia, the Hirschberg district experienced population growth of
about one-fifth in the immediate postwar period. its local population
was almost entirely of ethnic german origin. The oppeln disctrict
was characterized by a ‘typical’ upper Silesian population structure:
a large number of its inhabitants were bilingual, and even though
they had been german citizens, the ethnic identity of many was fluid
or unclear. The new Polish authorities categorized this group as ‘auto -
chthonous Slavic’. This hypothetical classification helped to support
the government’s idea of the ‘recovered territories’—old ‘Piast’ areas
which had now ‘returned’ to the Polish motherland. in habit ants from
the opole district had to undergo a ‘verification’ procedure to prove
their ‘Polish’ character. Memberships in Polish associations, any
activities in favour of Poland, or simply being catholic could con-
tribute to the granting of continued residence in the area. This
explains why a large part of upper Silesia’s inhabitants were allowed
to remain in their homeland and were not driven out, in contrast to
what almost the entire german population of the Hirschberg district
experienced.
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Service describes the latter case step by step. The ethnic cleansing
in Lower Silesia started with a phase of ‘disorganized expulsion’ in
spring 1945, an expression that seems much less emotional than the
term ‘wilde vertreibung’ (‘wild expulsion’), widely used in german
scholarship. Service also mentions voluntary migrations, but focuses
especially on the ‘mass transportation’ following the Potsdam
Agreement. A small number of german labourers had to remain in
some specific economic areas; the last transports took place as late as
october 1947. The course of the expulsions from the Hirschberg dis-
trict, according to Service, reflects the different stages in how the
german population was perceived by the Polish authorities in the
years after 1945. At the beginning, they were in a hurry to get rid of
the germans, but over time they betan to appreciate their specialized
knowledge of the region and of certain industrial branches. For this
reason they tried to keep them as experts for a certain time.

The social and cultural processes of integrating the german
refugees into east and West germany have been studied by many re -
searchers. How did the parallel processes of integrating Poles take
place in upper and Lower Silesia after 1945? Hugo Service offers a
few answers based on an examination of language and identity poli-
cies, repression on the political side, attitudes towards names, and
relations between indigenous Poles and newcomers from other parts
of Poland. He examines how german cultural traces were partly des -
troyed, as was the case for many remnants of the Protestant faith,
which had been especially strong in Lower Silesia. The roman
catholic church, traditionally very important, participated in many
ways in this cultural ‘re-Polonization’ of the whole region. The
author’s remarks on ‘belonging and not belonging’, and inclusion
and exclusion provide particularly interesting insights into the cul-
tural dimensions of forced migration. He also describes the process
of social integration through economic aspects as the repartition of
the ground. Polish settlers from central Poland, Polish expellees
from the former Polish territories east of the river Bug, and Poles
returning from western and southern european countries (France,
Belgium, Yugoslavia, and so on) had to find a new home in Silesia.
one of the interesting details Service unearths is the fact that some
of the newcomers in upper Silesia adopted elements of german
vocabulary and assimilated in a manner opposite to what the regime
had hoped for.
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chapter 8 deals with the role of Silesia as a waiting room for
Jewish displaced persons liberated from the concentration camps.
Lower Silesia had truly become a centre for Jewish survivors of the
Holocaust, developing a strong social, cultural, and religious life.
Most Jews later emigrated to other countries because of a strong anti-
Semitic campaign by the communist leaders, which revived long-
lived stereotypes among many Polish citizens. in addition to ger -
mans and Jews, the author also considers the fate of other groups,
such as foreign DPs, former forced labourers, and former concentra-
tion camp prisoners. He also discusses another group which, in this
context, might have merited more attention, as it directly affected
Lower Silesia: the Akcja Wisła, ethnic ukrainians and Lemkos from
south-eastern Poland who were forced to resettle in the former
german-inhabited areas of the new Polish western and northern ter-
ritories. This measure undermined the plan for an ethnically homo-
geneous Silesia.

Service’s book provides a good synthesis of the complex ethnic
processes in upper and Lower Silesia after 1945. His study is partic-
ularly strong where he presents the results of his own archival
research. The structure of the book is reader friendly, even for those
who are not specialists in german–Polish postwar history. Never -
theless, the book also has some weak elements. While the author con-
sulted various holdings preserved in the State Archives of Jelenia
góra, opole, and Wrocław as well as those of the Lastenausgleichs -
archiv in Bayreuth (germany), a dependency of the german Federal
Archives that holds documents generated by german refugees and
expellees after their arrival in West germany, one wonders why he
disregarded the abundant collections of the institute of National
Memory (instytut Pamięci Narodowej) for the Polish perspective, or
the material generated by the central level of the Polish executive
after 1945, for instance, the Ministry of the recovered Territories
(Ministerstwo Ziem odzyskanych) held at the Archive of New Acts
(Archiwum Akt Nowych) in Warsaw. New Polish studies on postwar
phenomena in the former german eastern territories underline the
significance of their fundamental holdings.1 The high degree of state

1 See e.g. grzegorz Hryciuk, Małgorzata ruchniewicz, Bożena Szaynok, and
Andrzej Żbikowski, Wysiedlenia, wypędzenia i ucieczki 1939–1959: Atlas ziem
Polski. Polacy—Żydzdi—Niemcy—Ukraińcy (Warsaw, 2008); Beata Halicka, 



centralization means that Warsaw’s archives contain a mass of mate-
rial crucial for the understanding of local and regional political and
administrative levels in the years after the end of the Second World
War. The reviewer also notes the selective use of literature. Some
prominent Polish scholars who have published important studies on
the ‘weryfikacja’ politics and on general postwar history in Silesia are
missing from the bibliography, for instance, ryszard Kaczmarek and
Paweł Kacprzak. overall, however, these critical remarks do not
diminish the value of Hugo Service’s book for academic and non-aca-
demic readers alike.

Polens Wilder Westen: Erzwungene Migration und die kulturelle Aneignung des
Oderraums 1945–1948 (Paderborn, 2013).
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Geschichte Prags (2011); ‘Volkstumskampf’ ohne Ende? Sudetendeutsche
Organisationen 1945 bis 1955 (2008); and Nationalsozialistischer ‘Fremd -
arbeitereinsatz’ in einer bayerischen Gemeinde 1939–1945: Das Beispiel
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